
Week 5 Geography – Tuesday 2nd February 2021 

WALT: name, locate and identify characteristics of Wales and its capital city  

Today we are going to find out more about another of the countries of 

the United Kingdom – Wales 

Task 1 

Look at the Fact Cards with a grown up. Turn the cards over – how 

many facts can you remember?  

Task 2  

Match the sentences about Wales with the right answer. Use the chart 

on page 2 or write on a piece of paper.  

Task 3 

Wales has lots of castles !  

The capital city, Cardiff, has a castle.  

Caernarfon has a castle. ( say car-nar-von) 

This is where Prince Charles became the Prince of Wales.  

Look at the pictures of the two castles on page 3 and make a list of 

things that are the same. Can you find a difference? 

Task 4  

The Queen’s son, Prince Charles, is the Prince of Wales.  

Watch the video of him becoming the Prince of Wales.  

It happened in 1969 at Caernarfon Castle. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eb68uewyYmM 

 Or google Investiture of Prince Charles British Pathe  You 

Tube  

Watch the ceremony from 57 seconds. 

You can watch with or without the sound. 

Look at the list of things on page 4 and 

tick the chart when you see them.   

Remember to send us a photograph of your work. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eb68uewyYmM
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The Welsh flag has this 

animal on it.  
Cardiff 

This is the National 

flower and symbol of 

Wales.  

Bara brith  

(fruit cake) 

This is a traditional 

food from Wales.  
A dragon 

This is the capital city 

of Wales.  
The river Towy 

This is the longest 

river in Wales.  
Mount Snowdon 

This is a high mountain 

in Wales. 
A daffodil 



Castles in Wales 

Cardiff Castle Caernarfon Castle 

 

 

  
 

Things that are the SAME Things that are DIFFERENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Prince of Wales 

 

 

 

 

    Tick each thing you spotted on the film.  

castle  

flag  

tower  

turret  

bailey  

Prince Charles  

The Queen  

horses  

crown ( coronet)  

sword  

gold ring  

gold rod  

cloak( mantle)  

crowds  

photographers   

 

This is what Prince Charles looks 

like today.  

One day he will be our King. 

How closely did you watch ? 

 

What colour was the 

Queen’s umbrella ? 

 

________________________ 


